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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

The motivation of this paper is to develop a rapid and
accurate reduced-order model (ROM) based on CFD data
for the unsteady nonlinear aerodynamic computation of
elastic aircrafts which is often critical for dynamic simulations but traditionally computationally expensive due to
high dimension. In this paper, the aerodynamics of a representative high-aspect-ratio, light-structure and flexible
aircraft are captured by developing an ROM using RBF
neural network algorithm. In the work presented here,
data regarding to certain rigid modes and elastic modes
is chosen as inputs of the model, while aerodynamic parameters such as force and moment distribution are considered to be the outputs. Training data of such model
is constructed following an optimum input signal design
method in order to consist of aerodynamic data of a series
of unsteady motions involving representative amplitudes
and frequencies. The efficiency and accuracy of the model are evaluated by comparing results obtained with CFD
simulations using a numerical model. The application of
the ROM above contributes to the dynamic simulations of
elastic aircrafts with reasonably high fidelity and significant reduction in computational overhead.

Both Flight Dynamics and Computational Aeroelastic (CAE) analysis, classically being regarded as two separate disciplines, play an important role in aircraft design
and qualification process. For dynamics analysis of elastic aircraft whose first-order modal frequency is close to
its rigid natural frequency, flight dynamics and aeroelasticity have to be considered simultaneously. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques have provided
reliable tools for high-precision aerodynamic computation for dynamics analysis. However, taking up more than
90% of total computing time, full-order CFD computation could be the most computationally expensive part of
the dynamic analysis. To solve this problem, Reduced
Order Model (ROM), which develops a simplified model
by identifying relative parameters, obviously has higher
time efficiency.
There have been a number of different reduced order
modelling techniques proposed. In general, these techniques involve three steps - generation of training data via CFD techniques, construction of model by various methods, model verification and prediction of aerodynamics via model obtained. For generation of training data, the aerodynamic force and moment responses
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to a prescribed input are computed. The prescribed input could be designed in different ways including the indicial method [1],staggered filtered-impulse method [2],
and ’3211’ multi-step method [3]. Staggered filteredimpulse method was applied by Lai et. al. [4] to compute
aerodynamic response of prescribed displacement boundary condition, which achieves great time saving by allowing computation in single run of CAE computation.
’3211’ multi-step function has been adopted by Cowan
et. al. [5] to obtain training data of prescribed kinetic
boundary condition. In this paper, the ’3211’ multi-step
method is applied to construct input data. Once the input
data has been constructed, aerodynamic response to the
prescribed input could be computed via CFD technique.
It should be noticed that for elastic aircraft, information
transmission on fluid-structure interface plays an important role in dynamic analysis. Based on surface fitting,
the most commonly used interface interpolation method,
Cavagna [6] proposed Moving Least Square (MLS) local surface fitting method. Backert [7] applied compactly supported radial basis function interpolation to static
aeroelastic analysis. In comparison, global radial basis
function, directly defined in interpolation domain, could
be more conveniently applied and hence is adopted in this
paper.
For construction of reduced-order model, there have
been many different methods developed, the two most
representative of which are modelling based by Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), first presented by
Hall [5], and modelling based by System Identification
(SYSID), first presented by Silva W.A. [8]. The former approach focuses on expressing the unsteady flows
as combinations of base vectors extracted from flow field
in the similar way to modal superposition of structure dynamic analysis. The latter approach, including methods
based on Volterra-series [9], methods based on neuralnetwork, and methods based on auto-regression moving
average (ARMA) algorithm [10]. Instead of focusing on
internal features of fluid field, SYSID/ROM constructs an
input-output model for the unsteady flow, the inputs of
which are kinematic and geometric boundary conditions
while the output is generalized aerodynamic force. Marques [11] applied multi-layer neural network to reducedorder modelling to identify unsteady aerodynamics of airfoil in transonic flows, yet the precision of aerodynamic
moment prediction was not satisfactory. Zhiwei [12] applied Radial Basis Function Neural-Network (RBF) with

feedback to modelling and constructed more precise transonic modelling. His result proved that the feedback efficiently improved the model accuracy.
In this paper, the aerodynamics of a representative high-aspect-ratio, light-structure and flexible wing
are captured by developing an ROM using RBF neuralnetwork algorithm. The ’3211’ multi-step method and
full-order CFD technique are applied to generate training
data. Beside, reduced-order model based on RBF neuralnetwork is applied here as it has been maturely developed
and has high accuracy and efficiency. After the reducedorder model is constructed, it could be deployed to predict
aerodynamics of high-order flow via model obtained. Study of the wing proves that this model contributes to the
aerodynamic force computation of elastic aircrafts with
reasonably high fidelity and significant reduction in computational overhead.

2 Methodology
2.1 Construction of Input Signal

The parameter approximation of reduced-order
modelling relies on the quality of training data. Apart
from accurate full-order CFD computation, the training
input should sufficiently simulate the dynamic property
of the system. It needs to be specifically designed to
ensure adequate frequency content. Due to the ease of
implementation and broad frequency content [3], the
’3211’ multi-step method is one of the most widely
accepted input construction approach and is commonly
used in the aspect of system identification. Fig.1 shows
the basic format of the ’3211’ input signal; via adjusting
Dt, the frequency range could be translated to where the
experiment needs to simulate. Though easy to implement, applying 3211 directly to construct (generalized)
displacement input may cause numerical problems due
to sharp corners existed. Thus, the multi-step input is
implemented on the (generalized) velocity boundary
condition as Fig.1 and hence, mathematically consistent
displacement boundary condition could be integrated as
Fig.2.
Generally, maintaining 5Dt between two modes
could ensure the accuracy of identification. The amplitude of training input should be specifically determined
in order to sufficiently simulate flow field as well as avoid
disrupting small disturbance assumption.
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Generalized Velocity

where VI is the control volume.
Besides Euler adopted as flow control equation
and FVM adopted as space discretion method, implicit dual-time iteration is here adopted as time discretion method. Introducing virtual time derivative and
backward-difference, Eq.2 could be transformed to:

ε0 ∂ W k+1
δQ +
δt ∂Q

Dt

∮
∂V

Fc dS = −

1
(ε0 Wk − ε1 Wn + ε2 Wn−1 ) (3)
δt

FIGURE 1: ’3211’ velocity input

Generalized Displacement

where k is iteration number in virtual time;
ε0 = ε1 = 1/2, ε2 = 0 is first-order time accuracy
and ε0 = 2/3, ε1 = 2, ε2 = 1/2 is second-order time
accuracy. When internal iteration converges, Wn+1 could
be calculated via Qk+1 .
By adopting Euler equations for flow control, finite volume method for space discretion and implicit
dual-time method for time discretion, the aerodynamic
response of ’3211’ prescribed training data could be
computed and thus be taken as input of reduced-order
model.

Dt

FIGURE 2: ’3211’ displacement input

2.2

CFD Solver

2.3

In CFD solver, unstructured grid could well adapt to complex flows, and combined with time discretion of
second-order accuracy could be applied to most aerodynamic analysis occasions. Besides, spring-based smoothing method, the most commonly applied dynamic grid
method, could adjust the unstructured grid and efficiently
simplify the mesh-generating process. For compressible
flows including transonic flow, CFD solver provides precise solution based on Euler/N-S equations. Euler equation in integral form is given as:

∂
∂t

∫
V

Wd ω +

∮
∂V

Fc dS = 0

(1)

m

m

i=1

i=1

yk = ∑ ωki ϕ (||x − ci ||, σi ) = ∑ ωki exp(−

where W and FC are conserved variable vector and convective flux vector respectively, and V is the control volume. As the CFD solver applied here adopts Finite Volume Method (FVM) for space discretion, Eq.1 could be
transformed to

||x − ci ||2
)
2σi2

where ωki is the adjustable connection weight between
the ith basis function and the kth output neuron, ϕi is the
activation function of the ith hidden layer and m is the
number of neuron of hidden layers. The training of RBF
neural network aims to determine the center vector ci for
neuron i, the spread constant of basis function σi and connection weight ωki and then construct input-output reflection.

N

f
d(VI WI )
= − ∑ (Fc )mδ Sm
dt
m=1

Radial Basis Function Neural-Network

For construction of reduced-order model, Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural-network, first formulated by
Broomhead and Lowe [14], is applied as it can approximate any continuous function with arbitrary precision and
has been commonly used in system parameter identification. As is shown in Fig.3, typically one RBF network has
three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer (radial basis
layer) with nonlinear RBF activation function - commonly Gaussian basis function, and a linear output layer.The
kth output of the network is a scalar function of the input
vector, and is given by:

(2)
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FIGURE 4: Grid space topology
FIGURE 3: Architecture of a RBF neural network
Y

X

Here, RBF could be illustrated as firstly constructing
hidden layer space with radial basis function and then reflecting input vector directly to hidden layer space. Once
the centre vectors ci are determined, the reflection is determined. The reflection from hidden layer space to output space is linear, allowing linear weights to be solved
rapidly via linear equations. Generally speaking, the
learning speed could be efficiently increased and the partial minimum problem could be avoided.
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FIGURE 5: Surface grid

It should be noticed that here generalized aerodynamic force is required for subsequent analysis. Hence, interface interpolation should be considered including load
transmission (aerodynamic force and displacement ) in
both direction. In this paper, global RBF interpolation
method is adopted.
The design of training data of this model, as is
mentioned before, adopts ’3211’ multi-step method and
five modes - pitching mode, plunging mode, first-order
bending mode, first-order torsion mode and second-order
bending modes, are chosen, including both rigid modes
and elastic modes. For each mode, the displacement boundary input is simulated according to integration of
’3211’ multi-step basic format. The input data is shown
as Fig.6.

Numerical Example

The numerical example adopted in this paper is threedimensional wing ONERAM6. For structure analysis, the
natural frequency of the wing is shown in Table.1. Here,
the first-order bending mode, the second-order bending
mode and the first-order torsion mode are chosen.
For aerodynamic analysis, the grids are shown in

mode

frequency(Hz)

first-order bending mode

8.75

first-order torsion mode

22.7

second-order bending mode

68.2

Z

For CFD solver, Euler equations are employed as
flow control equation; FVM and implicit dual-time discretion method applied as space and time discretion respectively. The time step is set as 0.0025s.
Once obtaining the training data, a reduced-order
model based on RBF neural network is then constructed.

TABLE 1: Natural frequency of the wing

Fig.4 and Fig.5. CFD tools are here used for aerodynamic computation.
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7. It could be seen that ROM approximation results could match well with CFD simulation results, which
proves that for three-dimensional wings involving complex vibration modes, the reduced-order model could
reach satisfactory accuracy on computation of aerodynamic forces. As the generalized aerodynamic force is
crucial for dynamic analysis of elastic aircraft, it provides useful tools for the calculation. Besides the ’3211’
multi-step training data, several other input signals are experimented on this model as well and the results have
proved the model has satisfying approximation precision. It should be noticed that ROM based on RBF neural network has high computation efficiency. For example, at certain mach number, the aeroelastic analysis via full-order CFD simulation usually takes about 20004000 time steps; however that via ROM takes only about
100 time steps for training and the other time is negligible, which means at certain mach number, the aeroelastic
analysis could improve the computation efficiency by 2040 times. The larger the amount of grid is, the more time
ROM would save.

Generalized Displacement

First Order
Second Order
Third Order
Fourth Order
Fifth Order

Dt

FIGURE 6: Prescribed input data

The RBF model is given by:
f (k) = F(f (k − 1), f (k − 2), ..., f (k − na),
d(k), d(k − 1), ..., d(k − nb + 1))
where f and d are generalized aerodynamic coefficient and generalized displacement respectively. f and d are
ny × 1 and nu × 1 column vectors respectively, providing the number of structural modes is nr, the input order nu = nr and the output order ny = nr. na and nb are
introduced to represent the lag effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces. Generally speaking, the model of 4 − 8
lag-order could describe the unsteady effect reasonably
precisely. Here, na = 5,nb = 5.
The system identification results are shown as Fig

Generalized Aerodynamic Force

Dt

first−order torsion mode
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